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Abstract

This paper describes the transformer-based
Neural Machine translation (NMT) system for
the Low-Resource Indic Language Translation
task for the English-Manipuri language pair
submitted by the Centre for Natural Language
Processing in National Institute of Technol-
ogy Silchar, India (NITS-CNLP) in the WMT
2023 shared task. The model attained an over-
all BLEU score of 22.75 and 26.92 for the
English to Manipuri and Manipuri to English
translations respectively. Experimental results
for English to Manipuri and Manipuri to En-
glishmodels for character level n-gramF-score
(chrF) of 48.35 and 48.64, RIBES of 0.61
and 0.65, TER of 70.02 and 67.62, as well as
COMET of 0.70 and 0.66 respectively are re-
ported.

1 Introduction

Our team from Centre for Natural Language
Processing at National Institute of Technology
Silchar, India (NITS-CNLP) participated in Low-
Resource Indic Language Translation task for
English-Manipuri language pair in the WMT 2023
shared task (Pal et al., 2023). The shared task in-
volves developing Machine Translation (MT) sys-
tems with relatively small parallel datasets. Neu-
ral Machine translation (NMT) has been a trend-
ing topic for the last few years for translating hu-
man languages. Manipuri’sMT task is still in its in-
fancy because of the limited resources. Singh and
Bandyopadhyay (2011a) conducted a study on su-
pervised statistical methods in which the authors
present a convincing study of the impact of mor-
phosyntactic information and dependencies in the
context of statistical machine translation. In an-
other work, Singh and Bandyopadhyay (2011b)
showed that the expression grounded Statistical
Machine translation (SMT) system improves by in-
corporating verbal features including named enti-
ties and reduplicated multiword expressions. De-

spite the advancement in MT tasks, its investiga-
tion in low-resource languages is limited. MT re-
searchers have introduced several approaches to
overcome this bottleneck such as data augmenta-
tion using back-translation (Sennrich et al., 2016a),
multilingual approach (Singh and Singh, 2022a),
semi-supervised approach (Cheng et al., 2016;
Singh and Singh, 2022b) and exploiting cues from
multiple modalities (Gain et al., 2021;Meetei et al.,
2023). There are also reports of a comparative
study of MT systems on the low resource machine
translation focusing on Indian languages such as
Assamese (Baruah et al., 2021) and Mizo (Devi
et al., 2022; Thangkhanhau and Hussain, 2023).
Driven by the benefits of NMT over tradi-

tional MT systems and the encouraging outcomes
achieved by NMT in recent times, a study to as-
sess its efficacy in the domain of Indian languages
is conducted. Specifically, we have developed and
assessed NMT models for translating English to
Manipuri and Manipuri to English. The predicted
translations are evaluated using automatic evalua-
tion metric and qualitative analysis.

1.1 About the language

Manipuri is the lingua franca of Manipur and
has been in existence since 2000 years back till
present times with records preserved in the clas-
sical cultural heritage of literature. Manipuri
is a language of Tibeto-Burman sub-family of
the Sino-Tobentan languages family which is lo-
cally called as Meeiteilon/Meiteilon (hereon Meit-
eilon). It is one of the 22 official languages
of the India included in the 8th schedule of the
Indian constitution1. Meiteilon had its original
script namedMeitei/Meetei Mayek (hereonMeitei
Mayek) which was in use up to the 18th cen-
tury and was replaced later with the Bengali
script. However, the wave of revivalist movement

1https://rajbhasha.gov.in/en/languages-included-eighth-
schedule-indian-constitution
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emerged later leading to the formation of Meitei
Mayek Advisory committee in the year 1973. In
1982, the Government of Manipur announced its
decision to include Manipuri in the school educa-
tion and efforts to revive the Meitei Mayek are still
on.

2 System Overview

2.1 Dataset

Language Sentence Word Avg
Eng-Training 21687 390730 18
Man-Training 21687 330319 15
Eng-Validation 1000 16905 16
Man-Validation 1000 14469 14
Eng-Testing 1000 14886 14
Man-Testing 1000 12775 12

Table 1: Statistics of the experimental dataset. (Avg =
Average Sentence length

The Manipuri text is written in Bengali script.
Statistics of the training dataset are shown in Table
1.

2.2 Data preparation

Training the dataset is pre-processing with sub-
word tokenization. For subword based tokeniza-
tion we use a source and target BPE of 10000
subword tokens or vocabularies using sentences
pieces over the parallel training dataset and applied
to the remaining testing and validation dataset.
The subword tokenization (Sennrich et al., 2016b)
is carried out using the subword-nmt tool 2.

2.3 MT model

Our MT models are trained using OpenNMT
toolkit (Klein et al., 2017) and is based on the trans-
former model (Vaswani et al., 2017).

2.4 Model parameter

Our models are trained for 300000 steps and vali-
dated after every 5000 steps. We set the parameter
of batch type to tokens and batch size to 2048. The
models are trained using Adam optimizer (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) with a learning rate of 2 and the
dropout set to 0.1. Early stopping mechanism is
employed where the training is stopped when the
accuracy does not improve for 30 consecutive val-
idations.

2https://github.com/rsennrich/subword-nmt

In our transformer-based model, each source en-
coder has 4 layers and decoder also has 4 layers,
with a word vector size of 512 and a shared en-
coder and decoder embedding. We measure the
performance of our models by using BLUE (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002) and chrF (Popović, 2015).

3 Results and Discussion

In this section, we discuss the experimental re-
sults and the performance of models. The reported
BLEU score is calculated upon the de-tokenized
text using sacrebleu (Post, 2018) while remaining
score such as chrF, RIBES, TER and COMET are
calculated using tool provided by the organizer3.
The scores of the system are given in Table 2. The
Manipuri to English translation model obtained a
BLUE score of 26.92 while English to Manipuri
obtained 22.75.

3.1 Qualitative analysis
Automated evaluation metrics such as BLEU mea-
sures the precise lexical matches between the trans-
lated output and the reference sentences. How-
ever, it is inevitable for a natural language to ex-
hibit linguistic variations in terms of synonyms and
transformations between active and passive mode
of communication. As a result, despite preserv-
ing the intended meaning of the source sentence in
the translation output, the automated score based
on the n-gram match suffers. Manipuri is a lan-
guage of considerable linguistic diversity and the
automated scores for English to Manipuri transla-
tions are typically lower than those for Manipuri
to English despite the provision of a translation
output of acceptable quality. Therefore, we enlist
the services of a bilingual native speaker of Ma-
nipuri with fluency in English to evaluate the trans-
lation outputs for the English to Manipuri task. Ta-
ble 3 and Table 4 present four randomly selected
source sentences from the test set for each of the
Manipuri to English and English toManipuri trans-
lation models along with their corresponding out-
put sentences with reference sentences to carry out
subjective evaluation.
In Table 3, the difference between the refer-

ence and MT results are reported. For Source1,
Source2 and Source4, the Manipuri to English
MT system outputs (OutputE1, OutputE2 and Out-
putE4) are close to the reference sentence. In Out-
putE2, the sentence formation is incorrect where

3http://www2.statmt.org/wmt23/indic-mt-task.html
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MT system BLEU chrF RIBES TER COMET
en-mni 22.75 48.35 0.61 70.02 0.70
mni-en 26.92 48.64 0.65 67.62 0.66

Table 2: BLEU score and the character n-gram F-score (chrF), RIBES, TER and COMET values of the
English→Manipuri (en-mni) and Manipuri→English (mni-en) translation model.

Result Samples
Source1: েদা র অমা খদু া েকৗবীয়ু , নত্ গা অনাবদু েহাি টালদা পনুবা এ ুেল অমা েথৗরাং

েতৗবীয়ু ।
References1: call a doctor immediately , or arrange for an ambulance to take the casualty to

hospital
OutputE1: send for a doctor immediately , arrange for an ambulance to take the causality

to hospital.
Source2: ই-েবা অিস িশিজ বদা য়া া লাই অমসংু কমে অদগুী অেরান-অথপু অদু ঙা ু না

থ দা মেতং পাংগিন ।
References2: e-box is very simple to operate and will help to maintain the confidentiality of the

complaint.
OutputE2: the e-box will help you protect and will help with regard to confidentiality of the

complaint.
Source3: মিস েব েলার েমথদগী ও -ৈতনবিন ।
References3: it is the reverse in bangalore method.
OutputE3: it is to be done from bangalore method.
Source4: ভার া অহল ওইরবা মীওইশীংগী মীশীং অিস েল না েহনগৎলি ।
References4: there has been a steady rise in the population of older persons in india.
OutputE4: the number of older persons has been increasing

Table 3: Sample input and output of the Manipuri to English MT system.

Result Samples
Source1: encouraging the appropriate government to assume the fullest responsibility for the

administration of occupational safety , health and environment at workplace
References1: েসফিট , েহলথএ এনভাইরনেম এট ৱাকর্ ে সকী মতাংদা মিতক চাবা েলিজে সনঅমা

েশমবা
OutputM1: েসফিট , েহলথএ এনভাইরনেম এট ৱাকর্ ে সকী মতাংদা মিতক চাবা েলিজে সনঅমা

েশমগৎপা ।
Source2: the chairperson of the national authority shall preside over the meetings of the na-

tional authority .
References2: েনসেনল ওেথািরিটগী িচয়ারপসর্ননা েনসেনল ওেথািরিটগী িমিটংশীংগী েথৗরম মপু ওইগিন

।
OutputM2: েনসেনলওেথািরিটগী িচয়ারপসর্ননা েনসেনলওেথািরিটগী মীিটং অদগুী মীফম পাংেথা িন

।
Source3: this causes pain .
References3: মিসনা নাবা ফাউহি ।
OutputM3: মিসনা নাবা েথাকহি বা মরমশীং
Source4: compensation for accredited social health activist
References4: এে িদেতদ েসািসএল েহলথ এি িভ গী কে ে সনট
OutputM4: এে িদেতদ েসািসএল েহলথ এি িভ গীদমক কে ে সন পীবা

Table 4: Sample input and output of the English to Manipuri MT system.
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the words such as “maintain” and “operate” are
incorrectly translated. In OutputE1, we observe
a case where the word “call” is translated to its
antonym “send” and “casualty” to “causality”. In
OutputE4, “steady rise” is translated as “increas-
ing” which could be considered as a synonym of
the phase. Apart from the missing words “in in-
dia”, the output sentence preserve the meaning of
the source sentence. In OutputE3, the MT output
is not able to retain the intended meaning of the
source sentence.
The Table 4 shows the results of the MT sys-

tem for translating English to Manipuri. The Out-
putM1, OutputM3 and OutputM4 give a close
meaning to the reference sentence. In OutputM1,
the word “েশমবা” (meaning “build”) is translated
to its infinitive form of the verb “েশমগৎপা” (mean-
ing “to build”). The word “causes” has multi-
ple translations in Manipuri such as “ফাউহি ”,
“েথাকহি বা”and “মরমশীং” which are used in dif-
ferent context. In OutputM3, we observe that the
translations of the word “causes” is repeated show-
ing the challenges of the MT model in translat-
ing such words. In OutputM4, we observe a case
where a word as multiple translation in Manipur
but can be used in the same context. The word
“for” can be translated as “গী” or “গীদমক” in Ma-
nipuri. Apart from the extra verb “পীবা” (mean-
ing “give”), OutputM4 is grammatically correct de-
spite not having a perfect n-gram match. In the
case of OutputM2, the sentence is observe to have
a poor adequacy with the incorrect translation for
the word “chairperson” but the structure of sen-
tences is well formed and grammatically correct.

4 Conclusion

Enabling MT for low-resource languages poses
several challenges due to the lack of parallel re-
sources available for training. In this work, we
report the performance of the MT systems trained
on low resource setting for English to Manipuri
andManipuri to English using a transformer-based
encoder and decoder architecture. The automatic
evaluation shows that English toManipuri MT sys-
tem achieved 22.75 BLEU and Manipuri to En-
glish MT system achieved 26.92 BLEU. The auto-
mated scoring mechanism is inadequate in captur-
ing the linguistic nuances of the morphologically
complexManipuri languagewhich requires the use
of multiple references. Based on the subjective
evaluation, we observed that the translation qual-

ity is deemed satisfactory and fluent in some cases,
given the relatively small size of the dataset and
the utilization of a single test reference.

Limitations

Translation model performs better for short sen-
tences as compared to the longer sentences. There
are several out of vocabulary words due to the fact
that the model is built on a constraint environment.
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